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Abstract
Twelve neurologically normal right!handed subjects were asked to remember the locations of eight representational drawings\
presented one at a time\ together with two landmarks "white squares#\ on a computer screen[ Subjects were then scanned using
positron emission tomography "PET# while performing forced!choice recognition of object location in four conditions\ using either
the original landmarks or two of the other objects as cues[ In two conditions\ the absolute location of the objects was unchanged
from the time of encoding "_xed!array conditions#\ whereas in the other two\ the location of the objects was shifted\ although the
spatial relationship among the objects and landmarks was maintained "shifted!array conditions#[ Subjects were also scanned in a
control condition that made the same perceptual and motor demands as the recognition tasks but that had no mnemonic component[
Compared to the control condition\ all of the recognition tasks activated both the dorsal and ventral visual pathways bilaterally\ but
with notable asymmetries[ In particular\ activation in the right\ but not left\ inferior temporal gyrus "area 26# was observed when
both shifted!array conditions were compared to their respective cue!matched _xed!array conditions[ The recognition conditions with
landmark cues were associated with focal increases in regional cerebral blood ~ow "rCBF# in the region of the right parahippocampal
gyrus[ The results support previous reports of involvement of the right mesial temporal region in object!location memory tasks\ and
suggest that right inferotemporal cortex is involved in extracting the invariant relational features of a visual scene[ Þ 0888 Elsevier
Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[
Keywords] Frontal lobe^ Hippocampal formation^ Positron emission tomography^ Temporal lobe^ Visual pathways

0[ Introduction
Being able to remember where things are in the world
is crucial to the survival of many species[ In particular\
many kinds of rodents and birds depend on memory for
object locations in order to solve ecologically important
problems[ It is not surprising that\ in such species\ a
relatively large proportion of their brain mass is devoted
to a structure that appears largely responsible for this
type of memory] the hippocampus[ For example\ female
cowbirds of some brood!parasitic subspecies must
remember the location of potential host nests so that they
can return\ often days later\ to lay their eggs[ Such female
cowbirds have larger hippocampi\ on average\ than con!
speci_c males\ and brood!parasitic cowbirds of both sexes
have relatively larger hippocampi than non!brood para!
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sitic cowbirds ð41\ 45Ł[ Similarly\ studies of food!storing
behaviour in perching birds demonstrate a link between
hippocampal size and the degree to which individual spec!
ies rely upon memory for the location of scattered food
caches ð4\ 5\ 06\ 11\ 12Ł[ Furthermore\ hippocampal dam!
age in food!storing birds impairs memory for the location
of caches\ although it does not interfere with caching
behaviour itself ð46Ł[ In rats\ spatial memory de_cits are
consistently observed after hippocampal lesions ð22\ 27\
32\ 34\ 40Ł and\ in both rats and monkeys\ many neurons
in this region exhibit _ring patterns that appear to re~ect
the spatial layout of a learned environment ð13\ 31Ð33\
38\ 42\ 43Ł[ Lesion work in monkeys has shown that both
bilateral hippocampectomy and transection of the fornix
impair aspects of memory for object!place associations
ð03\ 04\ 36Ł[
In human subjects\ de_cits in the recall of the location
of familiar objects have been demonstrated after right
anterior temporal!lobe resection\ and this impairment is
to some degree dependent upon extensive removal of the
hippocampus and:or the parahippocampal gyrus ð0\ 8\
48Ð50Ł[ No such de_cits have been observed after left
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anterior temporal!lobe resection\ even when the pro!
cedure includes a radical excision of the hippocampus[
Smith and Milner ð48\ 50Ł for example\ tested subjects for
their recall of object position after exposure to a spatial
array of discriminable objects[ Compared to neuro!
logically intact subjects and patients with left temporal!
lobe removals\ patients with right temporal!lobe
removals that encroached extensively upon the hip!
pocampal formation had di.culty replacing the objects
in their correct positions\ after both short "3 min# and
long "13 h# delays[ No di}erences in group performance
were evident at zero delay[ Notably\ the impairment in
the right temporal!lobe lesioned patients was manifested
in both a greater!than!average displacement of each
object from its original position "its absolute position#\
and in an impaired recall of each object|s position relative
to its neighbours "its relative position#[
Blood!~ow activation studies provide corroborative
evidence for preferential right!hemisphere involvement
in various processes involving spatial memory\ including
memory for object location ð18\ 28\ 35Ł and for topo!
graphical information ð1\ 29Ł[ In these studies\ activation
in the right hippocampal:parahippocampal region has
been observed more consistently during encoding con!
ditions than during tests of recall or recognition "but see
ð35Ł#[ In a similar fashion\ the results of another recent
study suggest that the hippocampal region is more stron!
gly activated when a subject views novel complex visual
scenes\ as compared to familiar ones ð54Ł[ Thus\ the hip!
pocampus and parahippocampal gyrus appear to be more
involved in the encoding of new spatial!location infor!
mation than in the retrieval of more familiar material[
Nevertheless\ activation in the hippocampal:
parahippocampal region is apparent during retrieval
tasks under some conditions[ Owen et al[ ð35Ł dem!
onstrated a signi_cant increase in cerebral blood ~ow in
the right parahippocampal gyrus "entorhinal cortex# in
a condition involving recognition of previously learned
locations of particular objects on a computer screen\ com!
pared with a condition involving recognition of pre!
viously learned locations alone "without object
information#[ Thus\ this anterior region of the par!
ahippocampal gyrus appears to play a role in the retrieval
of information that links object to place[ This is consistent
with studies in non!human primates that implicate
entorhinal cortex in memory for objects and locations
ð39Ł\ and that demonstrate selective responding of cortical
units in this region to objects\ locations\ or a combination
of both ð43\ 51Ł[ Although signi_cant activation was not
observed in the hippocampus itself in this subtraction\ it
is still possible that the right hippocampus is critically
involved in spatial memory[ Both of the tasks used by
Owen et al[ ð35Ł involved spatial memory\ and thus both
may have caused increases in rCBF in the hippocampus
proper\ which would not be evident in the subtraction[ In
fact\ since memory for spatial!location is so biologically

important\ the hippocampus may be tonically active\ con!
tinuously registering spatial!location information at an
optimal level "see also ð02\ 08\ 21Ł#[ Indeed\ it has been
postulated that spatial!location information is auto!
matically encoded "ð07\ 20Ł\ but see ð30Ł#[ Activation in
the hippocampus may only be evident in conditions where
the processing and memory loads on the hippocampus
are greater than normal[ Previous work with patients has
suggested that the right mesial!temporal!lobe region is
involved in organizing and integrating spatial infor!
mation that is broken down at encoding ð15Ł\ and this
feature was incorporated into our tasks[
The present study is an elaboration of the Owen et al[
ð35Ł study\ in which\ again\ we required subjects to
retrieve information about the location of objects on a
computer screen[ The array of objects was encoded prior
to scanning\ but since the objects were presented one at
a time\ subjects never saw the entire array of objects as a
whole[ Using this method\ we were able to examine
retrieval of object!location under several conditions that
varied in their spatial processing demands[ In one
condition\ we {moved| the array around the screen\ so
that subjects were required to recognize object!location
on the basis of relative\ rather than absolute\ position
cues[ In another\ we used a novel combination of stimulus
items as cues for object!location recognition[ A third
condition combined both these two factors\ and a fourth
was formally identical to the one used in the previous
study "Owen et al[ ð35Ł# and did not include either
manipulation[ Activation in each of the retrieval con!
ditions was compared to activation in a visuomotor con!
trol condition that involved similar visual stimuli and
motor responses but required minimal memory for spa!
tial information[ It was predicted that the right anterior
parahippocampal gyrus would be involved in all retrieval
conditions\ consistent with previous studies ð0\ 35\ 48Ð50Ł[
Furthermore\ by including a visuomotor control task\ we
were able to test the hypothesis that activation in the
hippocampus itself would be evident when the retrieval
conditions were compared to a task with minimal mne!
monic requirements[ Finally\ we were able to examine
the e}ects of increasing the spatial processing demands
of the retrieval tasks on medial temporal!lobe activation[

1[ Methods
1[0[ Subjects
Six male and six female right!handed undergraduate
volunteers with no history of neurological or psychiatric
illness participated in the study[ Each subject underwent
_ve 59 s PET scans within a single session and a magnetic
resonance imaging "MRI# scan on a di}erent day[ The
ages of the subjects ranged from 07Ð22 years "mean
age 11[4 years#[ All subjects gave informed\ written
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consent for participation in the study after its nature and
possible consequences had been explained to them[ The
study was approved by the Research and Ethics Com!
mittee of the Montreal Neurological Institute and Hospi!
tal[
1[1[ Stimulus materials and procedure
The stimuli used in all _ve experimental conditions
were digitized black and white representational drawings
of common objects "brush\ cake\ glasses\ bowl\ candle\
butter~y\ hen\ and bow#\ 4×4 cm in size\ presented
against a black background[ In addition\ there were two
{landmarks| "featureless white squares of the same dimen!
sions as the object drawings# presented close to the centre
of the screen "Fig[ 0a#[ The stimuli were shown on a high
resolution\ touch!sensitive screen "28×18 cm#\ which was
suspended approximately 49 cm above the subject and
was therefore within comfortable reach[
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1[1[0[ Encoding
Approximately 09 min before the _rst scan\ subjects
learned the object!locations that they would be sub!
sequently asked to recognize[ The eight object drawings
were presented\ one at a time\ each in its unique location
on the screen[ The four corners of the monitor were never
used as object locations[ Each drawing was presented
together with the two {landmarks|\ which maintained
constant positions "Fig[ 0b#[ The subjects were instructed
to attend to each object as it appeared\ to note its location
relative to the two landmarks\ and then to touch it[ When
an object drawing was touched\ it disappeared\ and the
next object appeared 0 s later[ The entire set of eight
objects was shown four times\ the order of presentation
being randomized within each block of eight[ The same
object!locations were used for all subjects across all con!
ditions\ although the order in which the stimuli were
presented was randomly varied across subjects[
After the encoding condition\ subjects were scanned in

Fig[ 0[ Schematic drawings of the complete stimulus!landmark array\ and of representative stimuli seen in each of the conditions[ "a# The complete
stimulus!landmark array[ Note that subjects never saw the array in its entirety as presented here[ "b# Encoding Object!Locations "09 min prior to
_rst scan#^ "c# Retrieval of Fixed!array Location\ Using Landmark Cues^ "d# Retrieval of Shifted!array Location\ Using Landmark Cues^ "e# Retrieval
of Fixed!array Location\ Using Object Cues^ "f# Retrieval of Shifted Array Location\ Using Object Cues^ "g# Visuomotor Control[
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four recognition conditions and in the Visuomotor Con!
trol condition[ The order in which these _ve tasks were
performed across scans was randomized across subjects[
Performance of each task began approximately 09 s
before the onset of scanning[ All subjects completed the
same _xed number of trials in each condition\ the per!
formance lasting for approximately 89 s in total[ Accu!
racy and latency data were collected throughout this task!
performance period[ Successive scans were separated by
approximately 09 min\ during which time the require!
ments of the next were explained to the subject[ Subjects
were instructed not to dwell too long on any particular
stimulus during the scan "because each stimulus would
be presented more than once#\ and to maintain a constant
response rate of approximately one touch per second[

1[1[1[ Retrieval of _xed!array object location\ using
landmark cues "_xed array with landmarks#
Eight pairs of stimuli were presented on the computer
screen for forced!choice recognition\ one pair at a time
"Fig[ 0c#[ Both stimuli were identical to one of the eight
object drawings presented before scanning[ Each pair
of stimuli was presented together with the two white
landmarks\ which were placed in identical positions to
those used during the pre!scanning encoding condition[
For each pair of stimuli\ one of the locations was identical
to that occupied by that particular object in the encoding
condition and the other location had been occupied by
one of the other seven objects[ Subjects were asked to
touch the object in its correct location[ Since none of the
locations was novel\ the choice had to be made on the
basis of object!location\ not on the basis of location
alone[ Immediately following a touch\ both squares dis!
appeared and the next pair was presented 0 s later[ No
feedback about accuracy of responding was given[ The
series of eight pairs was presented four times during the
task!performance period\ the order of presentation being
randomized within each block of eight[

1[1[2[ Retrieval of shifted!array object location\ using
landmark cues "shifted array with landmarks#
The procedure for this condition was identical to that
for the condition described above\ except that the array
composed of the eight object drawings and the landmarks
e}ectively shifted position from trial to trial\ although all
the individual elements maintained their spatial relation!
ship to each other[ Thus\ the two landmarks moved to
new positions on the screen each time a new pair of
stimuli was presented for recognition\ and subjects were
asked to choose the correct object!location relative to the
landmarks[ The new array positions were chosen so that
both of the forced!choice stimuli\ although in previously
learned locations relative to the landmarks\ were in novel
locations relative to the borders of the screen "Fig[ 0d#[

1[1[3[ Retrieval of _xed!array object location\ using
object cues "_xed array with objects#
In this condition\ the position of the array composed
of the eight objects was held constant[ As in the two
retrieval conditions previously described\ eight pairs of
identical objects were successively presented on the screen
and subjects were asked to touch the object in its correct
location[ In this case\ the landmark cues were never
visible[ Instead\ two other objects in their proper array
positions were presented as cues[ These cue objects chan!
ged from trial to trial "Fig[ 0e#[
1[1[4[ Retrieval of shifted!array object location\ using
object cues "shifted array with objects#
As in the condition just described\ two objects from
the array were presented as cues to object locations\ but
this time the array composed of the eight objects shifted
position from trial to trial "as in Shifted array with Land!
marks#[ The cue objects were again di}erent for each
forced!choice recognition pair "Fig[ 0f#[
1[1[5[ Visuomotor control
Two object drawings were used in this condition "a leaf
and a hammer#[ On each trial\ one leaf drawing and three
hammer drawings were presented\ one in each of the four
corners of the screen[ The subjects were instructed to
respond by touching the leaf[ Immediately following a
touch\ the four stimuli disappeared and reappeared 0 s
later\ randomly rearranged in the corner positions[
Thirty!two such trials were presented during the task!
performance period "Fig[ 0g#[
1[2[ Scanning methods and data analysis
PET scans were obtained with the Scanditronix PC!
1937 system\ which produces 04 image slices at an intrin!
sic resolution of 4[9×4[9×5[9 mm ð00Ł[ Regional CBF
was measured by means of the bolus H104O method ð49Ł[
PET images were reconstructed using an 07!mm Hanning
_lter and normalized for global CBF value[ A high!res!
olution MR image "059 contiguous 0 mm thick sagittal
slices# was also obtained for each subject "Philips Gyro!
scan 0[4T#\ and each pair of MR and PET data sets was
co!registered and resampled into a standardized ster!
eotaxic co!ordinate system ð52Ł by means of an automated
feature!matching algorithm ð6Ł[ Individual PET sub!
traction images were obtained by calculating\ voxel by
voxel\ the di}erence in normalized CBF between two
conditions within subjects[ The mean subtraction image
volume was then obtained for each comparison\ and a t!
value was calculated at each voxel by dividing the mean
CBF di}erence by the standard deviation pooled across
all intracerebral voxels ð58Ł[ Individual MR images were
also averaged\ and merged with the averaged PET sub!
traction images to allow direction localization of regions
with high t!values[
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The presence of signi_cant focal changes was tested by
a method based on three!dimensional Gaussian random!
_eld theory ð58Ł\ which corrects for the multiple com!
parisons involved in searching across a volume[ The thr!
eshold for reporting a peak as signi_cant was set at t  2[4
"corresponding to a probability of P ³ 9[99935\ two!
tailed\ uncorrected#[ Correcting for multiple compari!
sons\ this value yields a false positive rate of 9[58 in
199 resolution elements "each of which has dimensions
07×07×6[6 mm#\ which approximates the total volume
of cortex scanned[ Given that a substantial literature
of both lesion and functional imaging studies points to
involvement of right mesial temporal!lobe structures in
spatial memory processing in humans\ we set the thr!
eshold for signi_cance at t  2[99 "corresponding to an
uncorrected probability of P ³ 9[9915# for activation foci
in this region[
2[ Results
2[0[ Behavioural data
Within!subjects ANOVAs were computed on the accu!
racy and latency data "see Table 0 for descriptive stat!
istics#[ All subjects completed the Visuomotor Control
task perfectly\ and therefore data from this scan were
not included in the accuracy ANOVA[ The ANOVA
on accuracy data revealed a signi_cant e}ect of Scan
"F  4[08 "2\22#\ P  9[994#\ with scores on the Shifted
array with Objects task signi_cantly inferior to scores on
the other three tasks "post!hoc comparisons] Fs × 4[10
"0\22#\ Ps ³ [92#[ Planned weighted comparisons of the
Fixed!array conditions with the Shifted!array conditions
show that the former were performed signi_cantly better
than the latter "F  8[82 "0\22#\ P  9[992#[ In contrast\
there was no di}erence between the Landmarks and
Objects conditions "F  0[22 "0\22#\ P  9[15#[
In a similar fashion\ there was a signi_cant e}ect of
Scan in the reaction!time data "F  02[83 "3\33#\
P  9[9990#[ Post!hoc comparisons demonstrate sig!
ni_cantly longer latencies in the Shifted array with Objects

Table 0
Mean accuracy and latency data for the _ve scanning conditions "2 SD#
Condition

Visuomotor control
Fixed array with landmarks
Fixed array with objects
Shifted array with landmarks
Shifted array with objects
0
1

Percentage
correct
09929
86[022[9
87[221[6
84[525[8
80[126[20

Reaction time
"s#
0[5429[28
0[6829[41
0[7629[21
0[7529[28
1[6829[741

Di}erent from all other recognition conditions at Ps ³ 9[91
Di}erent from all other conditions at Ps ³ 9[9990[

condition than in the other four conditions "Fs × 13[32
"0\33#\ Ps ³ 9[9990#[ Weighted planned comparisons of
the Fixed!array tasks with the Shifted!array tasks show
that the former were performed signi_cantly faster
"F  04[48 "0\33#\ P  9[9992#[ Furthermore\ latencies
were shorter for the Landmarks tasks than for the Objects
tasks "F  06[87 "0\33#\ P  9[990#[ On average\ between
05 and 10 stimulus items were presented across the four
retrieval conditions during scanning[ On this basis\ it
seems unlikely that any of the rCBF results can be attri!
buted to a di}erence in the number of stimulus items
presented[
2[1[ Image subtractions
When blood ~ow in the Visuomotor Control condition
was subtracted from that in the Fixed array with Land!
marks condition "Table 1#\ a signi_cant change was
observed in an area of the right parahippocampal gyrus
close to the hippocampus itself "Fig[ 1a#[ No signi_cant
rCBF change was observed in the corresponding region
of the left hemisphere[ Other signi_cant rCBF changes
were located in the left mid!dorsolateral frontal cortex
"Fig[ 1b# and in a posterior region of the left inferior
temporal gyrus[ In addition\ changes were observed bilat!
erally in posterior parietal cortex\ the cerebellum\ and in
visual areas 06 and 07[
When blood ~ow in the Visuomotor Control condition
was subtracted from that in the Shifted array with Land!
marks condition "Table 2#\ a signi_cant activation focus
was observed at the border of the right parahippocampal
gyrus and the hippocampus itself "Fig[ 2a#[ Again\ no

Table 1
Foci of rCBF change during retrieval of _xed!array location using
landmark cues\ compared with Visuomotor control
Stereotaxic co!ordinates
Brain region

x

y

z

t

Left hemisphere
Middle frontal gyrus "area 7#
Fusiform gyrus "area 26#
Inferior parietal lobule "area 6#
Cerebellar vermis
Precuneus "area 6#
Lingual gyrus "area 07#
Cuneus "area 07#
Striate cortex "area 06#

−28
−32
−17
−3
−0
−12
−13
−4

06
−41
−51
−57
−63
−76
−77
−81

29
−06
30
−29
49
−00
8
−4

2[62
2[56
4[92
4[11
2[83
5[19
2[78
3[59

25

−08

−12

2[20

24
3
13
04

−55
−65
−76
−89

33
−15
−5
4

5[62
4[48
2[85
5[92

Right hemisphere
Right hippocampus:
parahippocampal gyrus
Inferior parietal lobule "area 6#
Cerebellar vermis
Lingual gyrus "area 07#
Striate cortex "area 06#

)
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Fig[ 1[ The averaged PET images of the Fixed array with Landmarks minus Visuomotor Control subtraction are shown superimposed upon the
corresponding averaged MRI scans\ transformed into the standardized stereotaxic space of Talairach and Tournoux "0877#[ Areas of signi_cant
increases in blood ~ow are shown in this t!statistic image\ whose range is coded by the colour scale placed to the right of the Figure[ "a# The coronal
section at y  −10 and the sagittal section at co!ordinate x  ¦25 illustrate the signi_cant rCBF increase observed in the right parahippocampal
gyrus close to the hippocampus[ "b# The coronal section at co!ordinate y  ¦06 illustrates the signi_cant rCBF increase observed in the mid!
dorsolateral frontal cortex "Brodmann area ðBAŁ 8:35#[ The intense bilateral activation at the bottom of the image is muscle artefact[

signi_cant rCBF change was observed in the cor!
responding region of the left hemisphere[ Another sig!
ni_cant unilateral activation was observed in right
posterior inferior temporal cortex "area 19:26^ Fig[ 2b#[
Other signi_cant CBF increases were observed bilaterally
in posterior parietal cortex "Fig[ 2c#\ cerebellum\ fusiform
gyrus and prestriate cortex[ Signi_cant foci were also
observed in the left anterior fusiform gyrus "medial occi!
pitotemporal gyrus#\ in right frontal regions\ and in pri!
mary visual cortex on the right[
The Fixed array with Objects minus Visuomotor Con!
trol subtraction yielded signi_cant foci bilaterally in pos!
terior parietal cortex\ cerebellum\ fusiform gyrus and
prestriate cortex\ as in previously discussed subtractions[
Activation was also observed in the left medial occi!
pitotemporal gyrus\ and in right striate cortex "Table 3#[
In the Shifted array with Objects minus Visuomotor
Control subtraction\ activation was observed bilaterally
in prestriate cortex\ continuing ventrally into posterior
temporal cortex on the right[ This unilateral extension
included a focus in the posterior inferior temporal gyrus
"area 19:26^ Fig[ 3a# in a position similar to that seen
in the Shifted array with Landmarks minus Visuomotor
Control subtraction[ Bilaterally symmetric foci were
observed in mid!dorsolateral prefrontal cortex\ posterior
parietal cortex "Fig[ 3b#\ and in the cerebellar vermis[
The right primary visual cortex also yielded signi_cant
unilateral rCBF increases "Table 4#[
When blood ~ow in the Fixed array with Landmarks

Table 2
Foci of rCBF change during retrieval of shifted!array location using
landmark cues\ compared with Visuomotor control
Stereotaxic co!ordinates
Brain region
Left hemisphere
Anterior fusiform gyrus "area 25#
Fusiform gyrus "area 26#
Inferior parietal lobule "area 6#
Precuneus "area 6#
Precuneus "area 6#
Cerebellar vermis
Cerebellar hemisphere
Lingual gyrus "area 08#
Lingual gyrus "area 07#
Cuneus "area 07#
Right hemisphere
Ventrolateral frontal cortex
"areas 36:34#
Middle frontal gyrus "area 5:7#
Hippocampus:
parahippocampal gyrus
Inferior temporal gyrus
"area 19:26#
Cerebellar vermis
Inferior parietal lobule "area 6#
Lingual gyrus "area 07#
Striate cortex "area 06#
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x

y

z

t

−21
−33
−25
−01
−0
−6
−16
−35
−10
−14

−24
−41
−45
−58
−63
−45
−60
−62
−76
−74

−13
−06
34
28
36
−25
−16
−07
−00
8

2[77
3[78
4[07
2[70
2[59
3[91
3[48
3[56
5[14
4[99

18

16

9

2[42

25
10

04
−03

48
−16

2[81
2[43

40

−31

−01

4[02

3
23
00
02

−53
−55
−67
−77

−29
33
−01
9

3[59
7[09
4[21
4[27

)

)
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Fig[ 2[ Signi_cant rCBF increases in the Shifted array with Landmarks minus Visuomotor Control subtraction[ "a# The coronal section at y  −03
and the sagittal section at co!ordinate x  ¦10 illustrate the signi_cant rCBF increase observed in the right hippocampus:parahippocampal gyrus[
"b# The horizontal section at co!ordinate z  −01 illustrates the signi_cant rCBF increase observed in right posterior inferotemporal cortex "BA 26#\
as well as bilateral activation in prestriate cortex "BA 07#[ "c# The coronal section at co!ordinate y  −45 illustrates bilateral activation along the
two visual pathways] dorsally in posterior parietal cortex "area 6# and ventrally in posterior inferotemporal cortex "area 08#[

Fig[ 3[ Signi_cant rCBF increases in the Shifted array with Objects minus Visuomotor Control subtraction[ "a# The horizontal section at co!ordinate
z  −01 illustrates the signi_cant rCBF increase observed in right posterior inferotemporal cortex "BA 26#\ as well as bilateral activation in prestriate
cortex "BA 07#[ "b# The horizontal section at co!ordinate z  ¦17 illustrates bilateral activation in posterior parietal cortex "BA 6# and in mid!
dorsolateral frontal cortex "BA 8:35#[
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condition was subtracted from that in the Shifted array
with Landmarks condition "Table 5#\ signi_cant focal
increases were observed in both cerebellar hemispheres
"Fig[ 4a#[ The right posterior inferior temporal cortex
"area 26# activation\ observed in both Shifted array minus
Visuomotor Control subtractions\ was also evident
"Fig[ 4b#[
The Shifted Array with Objects minus Fixed Array with
Objects subtraction also yielded a signi_cant focus of
activation in the right posterior inferior temporal cortex
"area 26^ Fig[ 4c# "Table 6#[ Activation was also observed
bilaterally in frontal regions\ and in parietal cortex[ Sig!
ni_cant blood ~ow increases in left primary and prestriate
cortical regions and the left fusiform gyrus were evident[
With respect to the hypotheses raised in the Intro!
duction\ two major _ndings emerge from these data[ The
_rst is unilateral activation centered on the anterior right
parahippocampus in at least a subset of the retrieval
conditions\ notably in the two LandmarkÐVisuomotor

Control subtractions[ The second is consistent activation
in right area 26 "posterior inferior:middle temporal gyrus#
in the two Shifted tasks\ compared to their Fixed
analogues[ We have concentrated on simple one!con!
dition subtractions[ However\ the four retrieval con!
ditions can also be analysed as a 1×1 factorial design
"{Landmarks| vs {Objects| and {Shifted| vs {Fixed|#[ We
include here three supplementary analyses\ which are
driven in each case by a question deriving from the analy!
sis of simple subtractions[ Two of these supplementary
analyses exploit the factorial nature of the retrieval con!
ditions[
In order to determine whether the right anterior par!
ahippocampal gyrus is involved in all of the retrieval
tasks\ we computed a weighted contrast comparing all
retrieval tasks against the visuomotor control task[ This
revealed right posterior temporal and bilateral occipital\
parietal and cerebellar activation\ similar to that observed
in the single comparisons of each of the recognition tasks

Fig[ 4[ Signi_cant rCBF increases in the two higher!order subtractions[ "a# The coronal section at co!ordinate y  −62 illustrates the signi_cant
rCBF increase observed bilaterally in the cerebellar hemispheres in the Shifted array with Landmarks minus Fixed array with Landmarks subtraction[
"b# The horizontal section at co!ordinate z  −02 illustrates the signi_cant rCBF increase observed in right posterior inferotemporal cortex "BA 26#
in the Shifted array with Landmarks minus Fixed array with Landmarks subtraction[ "c# The horizontal section at co!ordinate z  −7 illustrates the
signi_cant rCBF increase observed in right posterior inferotemporal cortex "BA 26# in the Shifted array with Objects minus Fixed array with Objects
subtraction[
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with the control task[ In addition\ a right anterior par!
ahippocampal focus was observed "co!ordinates x  12\
y  −00\ z  −18^ t  1[78#[ This peak is predicted
from the Owen et al[ ð34Ł study\ and so a correction for
multiple comparisons is not necessary[

Table 5
Foci of rCBF change during retrieval of shifted!array location using
landmark cues\ compared with retrieval of _xed!array location using
landmark cues
Stereotaxic co!ordinates
Brain region

Table 3
Foci of rCBF change during retrieval of _xed!array location using
object cues\ compared with Visuomotor Control
Stereotaxic co!ordinates
Brain region
Left hemisphere
Medial occipitotemporal gyrus
"area 26#
Cerebellar hemisphere
Inferior parietal lobule "area 6#
Medial occipitotemporal gyrus
"area 26#
Lingual gyrus "area 07#
Cuneus "area 07#

x

y

z

t

−23

−34

−19

2[41

−7
−18
−18

−46
−55
−57

−18
33
−01

3[28
3[42
4[01

−08
−16

−76
−81

−00
9

5[17
4[12

Right hemisphere
Inferior parietal lobule "area 6#
Medial occipitotemporal gyrus
"area 26:08#
Cerebellar hemisphere
Striate cortex "area 06#
Cuneus "area 07:08#

21
14

−53
−63

33
−01

3[76
3[78

02
01
16

−67
−89
−81

−06
5
19

3[44
5[50
3[00

Table 4
Foci of rCBF change during retrieval of shifted!array location using
object cues\ compared with Visuomotor control
Stereotaxic co!ordinates
Brain region
Left hemisphere
Mid!dorsolateral frontal cortex
"area 8:35#
Inferior parietal lobule "area 6#
Inferior parietal lobule "area 6#
Cerebellar vermis
Cerebellar hemisphere
Lingual gyrus "area 07#
Lingual gyrus "area 07#
Cuneus "area 07#
Right hemisphere
Middle frontal gyrus "area 7:8#
Middle temporal gyrus "area 26#
Inferior temporal gyrus "area 08:26#
Inferior parietal lobule "area 6#
Inferior parietal lobule "area 6#
Lingual gyrus "area 07#
Cerebellar vermis
Cuneus "area 07#
Striate cortex "area 06#

x

y

z

t

−31

13

15

3[50

−27
−01
−0
−05
−23
−2
−16

−43
−60
−48
−65
−58
−74
−77

34
34
−18
−13
−06
−4
8

6[97
4[13
3[17
3[25
4[89
7[20
6[12

35
47
40
21
7
23
3
16
01

06
−33
−46
−53
−57
−65
−65
−77
−89

29
−01
−19
33
40
−03
−29
10
1

4[25
4[97
3[94
7[78
4[62
4[31
4[12
4[92
6[23

x

Shifted array with landmarks*_xed
Left hemisphere
Lateral cerebellar hemisphere
−24
Right hemisphere
Posterior middle temporal gyrus
33
"area 26#
Lateral cerebellar hemisphere
18
Fixed array with landmarks*shifted
Left hemisphere
Insula
−27
Right hemisphere
Prestriate cortex "area 08#
14

y

z

t

−67

−29

3[06

−34

−03

2[88

−62

−12

2[76

−3

−8

2[56

−57

−1

2[56

In examining the main e}ects of type of cue "Land!
marks versus Objects# and array position "Shifted versus
Fixed#\ we were motivated by the following questions]
one\ is right anterior parahippocampal activation sig!
ni_cantly greater for Landmarks than for Objects< Two\
is the right posterior temporal "area 26# peak evident in
the Shifted conditions compared to the Fixed conditions<
The weighted contrast comparing Landmarks tasks to
Objects tasks yielded right medial orbitofrontal "area 00#\
right posterior inferior temporal "area 26# and bilateral
anterior middle frontal "area 00# activation[ No sig!
ni_cant activation in the region of the right par!
ahippocampal gyrus was observed[ Thus\ although the
Landmarks tasks activated the anterior right par!
ahippocampal region signi_cantly compared to the con!
trol condition and the Objects tasks did not\ the
Landmarks tasks are not di}erent from Objects tasks
with respect to the magnitude of parahippocampal acti!
vation[
The weighted contrast comparing Shifted tasks to
Fixed tasks yielded distributed activation in right parietal
cortex "area 6:39#\ peaks in right middle frontal gyrus
"area 7:8#\ right orbitofrontal cortex "area 00#\ right cer!
ebellum\ left inferior parietal lobule "area 6#\ left par!
ahippocampal gyrus and left fusiform gyrus "area 19:25#[
In addition\ as predicted\ an activation focus was
observed in right posterior temporal cortex "area 26] co!
ordinates x  49\ y  −38\ z  −8^ t  3[05#[ There was
no signi_cant activation in the right parahippocampal
region[
3[ Discussion
The main aim of the present investigation was to exam!
ine retrieval of object location under di}erent spatial
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Table 6
Foci of rCBF change during retrieval of shifted!array location using
object cues\ compared with retrieval of _xed!array location using object
cues
Stereotaxic co!ordinates
Brain region

x

Shifted array with objects*_xed array
Left hemisphere
Mid!dorsolateral frontal
−33
cortex "area 8:35#
Superior frontal gyrus "area 7# −10
Supramarginal gyrus
−33
"area 28:39#
Inferior temporal gyrus
−40
"area 26#
Precuneus "area 6#
−7
Angular gyrus "area 28#
−24
Striate cortex "area 06#
−8
Right hemisphere
Orbitofrontal cortex "area 00#
17
Superior frontal gyrus "areas 8:35# 37
Superior frontal gyrus "areas 5:7# 20
Mid!dorsolateral frontal cortex
35
"area 8:35#
Posterior middle temporal gyrus
40
"area 26#
Angular gyrus "area 28#
23
Fixed array with objects*shifted array
Left hemisphere
Fusiform gyrus "area 26#
−49
Superior temporal gyrus
−05
"area 11#
Right hemisphere
Subcallosal gyrus "area 01:13#
3
Insula
24
Posterior insula
25
Posterior superior temporal gyrus 51
"area 11#
Cuneus "area 07#
2

y

z

t

16

10

2[76

0
−43

37
33

2[40
3[58

−43

−12

2[77

−57
−58
−81

37
24
−2

2[67
3[17
2[45

37
23
7
07

−03
13
34
29

3[00
2[53
2[66
4[36

−49

−7

2[42

−53

28

3[30

−3
−45

−8
−2

3[08
2[77

09
−3
−14
−39

−8
01
2
8

2[8
3[95
2[5
2[7

−65

18

3[35

processing demands[ We hypothesized that activation in
the hippocampus would be more evident when the
retrieval task was made more demanding by requiring
subjects to compute the spatial relationships among the
stimulus items\ either by requiring the retrieval of object
location on the basis of relative\ rather than absolute\
position cues as in the Shifted tasks\ or by requiring
subjects to retrieve object!location on the basis of a novel
combination of cue items as in the Objects tasks[ Judging
from their performance\ subjects did _nd the Shifted
array with Objects task\ incorporating both manipu!
lations\ more di.cult than the others[
In general\ all retrieval tasks yielded similar patterns
of blood ~ow when compared to the control condition[
CBF increases were observed bilaterally in prestriate and
posterior parietal cortex and in the striate cortex "more

consistently in the right hemisphere than in the left# in all
four recognition tasks[ The weighted contrast comparing
all four recognition tasks to the control condition also
resulted in a small activation centred in the right anterior
parahippocampal gyrus\ bordering on the hippocampus[
The stereotaxic co!ordinates of this activation focus are
4 mm away from the parahippocampal focus observed
by Owen et al[ ð35Ł when rCBF during retrieval of object!
locations was compared with that during simple location
retrieval[ This activation reached signi_cance in only a
subset of the simple subtractions\ namely in those involv!
ing recognition on the basis of landmark cues[ The ster!
eotaxic co!ordinates of these activation foci were 6 mm
"Shifted array with Landmarks# and 01 mm "Fixed array
with Landmarks# away from the focus observed by Owen
et al[ ð35Ł[ These di}erences in location are not signi_cant\
given the resolution of the PET technique used in the
current study and that by Owen et al[ ð35Ł[ Furthermore\
given the extensive blurring e}ected by the _lter in this
study "07 mm# and the proximity of the peak of activation
to the hippocampus\ one cannot say whether the right
hippocampus was signi_cantly activated during these
tasks or not[ Conclusions must be limited to the mesial!
temporal!lobe region\ without more speci_c anatomical
detail[ This region appears to be involved in retrieval of
object!location information\ regardless of whether the
retrieval task emphasizes the positions of items relative
to a _xed external reference frame "the screen\ for exam!
ple#\ as in the Fixed array with Landmarks task\ or
emphasizes the locations of items relative to each other
"as in the Shifted array with Landmarks task#[
Right mesial!temporal CBF did not increase dis!
proportionately in the Shifted!array conditions com!
pared to the Fixed!array conditions\ or in the Object!cue
conditions compared to the Landmark!cue conditions[
In fact\ the Shifted array with Objects task "incorporating
both processing!demand manipulations\ and which sub!
jects found the most di.cult# was not associated with
signi_cant blood!~ow increase in the right parahippo!
campal region[ Thus\ our hypothesis that activation in
the region of the hippocampus would increase when the
task demands were increased is clearly not supported[
These results suggest instead that the location of an object
is automatically perceived relative to its surroundings[
The spatial interrelationships of items in a visual scene
may be automatically computed\ providing some con!
stancy to a perpetually shifting _eld of view[ Several
studies suggest that relative! and absolute!position tasks
yield similar behavioural results ð30\ 48Ł[ Further support
for the automaticity of relative!position computation
comes from studies showing that human newborns are
able to perceive relative position ð3Ł\ and that there are
hippocampal place cells in the rat that respond to relative!
position cues ð33\ 57Ł[
The foci of CBF!change observed in the hippocampal
region in this study contrast in both location and intensity
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with the large di}erences observed in studies of topo!
graphical memory ð05\ 29Ł[ In these studies\ subjects were
asked either to view ð29Ł or to imagine ð05Ł navigating
through highly complex\ three!dimensional scenes[ In
both cases\ bilateral activation "more intense on the right#
was observed in both parahippocampal and hippocampal
regions[ These data suggest that visual complexity and
three!dimensionality may be required in order to elicit
robust hippocampal activation[ The functional imaging
environment conventionally requires an experimenter to
have control over all aspects of stimulus processing\ so
that task demands can be tightly matched across
conditions[ This typically leads "as in the present study#
to highly simpli_ed analogues of situations encountered
in the real world\ but the results of the topographical
mapping studies mentioned above suggest that such sim!
pli_cation may also de!emphasize the obligatory role of
medial temporal!lobe structures in stimulus encoding[ If
hippocampal activation is the goal\ experimenters may
have to compromise control over some aspects of the
stimulus situation in order to achieve conditions that are
more similar to those found in the real world[ A promis!
ing approach was used recently by Aguirre and colleagues
ð1Ł who used functional magnetic resonance imaging to
examine topographical memory using a virtual!reality
maze[ However\ despite being three!dimensional\ the
stimulus environment in this study was homogeneous
and many of the characteristics of the maze were learned
prior to scanning[ This may perhaps explain why these
authors did not observe hippocampal activation "see also
ð29Ł#[
All recognition tasks appeared to activate posterior
parietal cortex bilaterally[ This area is a component of
the dorsal visual pathway\ which has been implicated in
the perception of spatial location\ orientation and move!
ment in lesion and unit!recording studies in monkeys
ð2\ 09\ 16\ 56Ł[ This area is richly interconnected with
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex ð37Ł\ and coactivation of
dorsolateral prefrontal regions was observed\ most strik!
ingly when activation during the Shifted array with
Objects condition was compared to that during Vis!
uomotor Control[
All recognition tasks also activated right posterior
inferotemporal cortex\ a component of the ventral visual
processing stream which is implicated in the perception of
object identity[ Functional activation studies also support
the distinction in extrastriate cortex for the perception of
objects and their spatial location ð7\ 19\ 10\ 28\ 55Ł[
Whereas most of the functional imaging studies of the
two visual pathways have been perceptual in nature\
Moscovitch and his colleagues ð28Ł observed activation in
the two visual streams during their PET study of spatial!
location and object!identity recognition[ They observed
relatively greater parietal!cortex activity in the spatial!
location recognition condition and relatively greater tem!
poral!lobe activity in the object!identity condition\ sug!
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gesting that the cortices involved in perception were also
engaged by mnestic processes[ The results of the current
study also support this idea[ In the Moscovitch et al[ ð28Ł
study\ activation in the two visual pathways was observed
to be predominantly right!sided in both recognition con!
ditions[ In the current study\ although activation in extra!
striate and posterior parietal regions tended to be
bilaterally symmetric\ comparisons of blood ~ow during
Shifted!array tasks to that during the Fixed!array ana!
logues yielded right posterior inferotemporal foci "Brod!
mann area 26#[ Thus\ we observe some lateralization of
visual memory function within the neocortex[ This _nd!
ing is also consistent with previous studies that dem!
onstrate material!speci_c memory de_cits after right\ but
not left\ anterior temporal!lobe resection ð17\ 24Ð26Ł[ The
posterior temporal region in which we observe these uni!
lateral activation foci is a visual association area and may
be involved in extracting the invariant features of a visual
scene\ before assembling those features into identi_able
objects[ Activation in a similar area was observed bilat!
erally in a recent study of shape!matching using unknown
abstract objects ð47Ł\ and other visual matching tasks
yield predominantly right!sided activation in this region
ð01\ 14\ 23Ł[ Thus\ this area\ particularly in the right
hemisphere\ appears to be involved in the analysis of
visual information for the purposes of comparison with
an item held in memory[ The Shifted!array tasks also
yielded frontal activation in the right hemisphere "in both
dorsal and ventral regions#\ whereas the Fixed!array
tasks did not[ This activation may re~ect the working
memory processes involved in reorganizing and matching
a percept to the stimulus array being held in memory\
as would be necessary for accurate performance of the
Shifted!array tasks[ Furthermore\ the lateralization of
the results is generally consistent with previous functional
blood!~ow studies\ which demonstrate a preferential
involvement of right frontal cortex in retrieving infor!
mation from memory ð28\ 44\ 53Ł[
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